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Abstract:
The air piston gauge (APG) was established at
CSIR-National Physical Laboratory, India (NPLI)
since 2000. Later the same piston-cylinder(p-c)
assembly was calibrated in NIST USA; however, it
was never published for metrology communities. As
per international protocol, the establishment of the
APG as a primary standard, the effective area of pc assembly, and masses must be directly traceable
to SI units. The first time we have calculated the
effective area and associated uncertainty of p-c
assembly using dimension and mass metrology,
traceability to the SI units, i.e., meter and kilogram.
To realize the APG as primary pressure standards,
we have calculated the effective area of p-c
assembly of APG directly from dimension
metrology, which is further supported by various
other methods. The effective area values obtained in
the pressure range of 6.5 – 360 kPa lie in the range
of 3.356729 – 3.357248 cm2 due to uncertainty
limitation in the measurement of dimension of
internal diameter of cylinder. The expected values
of the effective area which are also measured from
cross-float
technique
against
ultrasonic
interferometer manometer (UIM), primary pressure
standards. The accuracy in effective area
measurement is possible only when the resolution in
the internal radius of the cylinder should at least be
up to 5th decimal order and the uncertainty is 80 nm.
The expanded uncertainty was measured nearly 11
ppm at k = 2 by considering the uncertainty in
internal radii of cylinder and radii of piston around
80 nm.
Keywords: Uncertainty; air piston gauge;
pressure; primary standard
1. INTRODUCTION
The most accurate pressure standard all over
world is mercury based manometer i.e. ultrasonic
interferometer manometer (UIM). Due to toxic
nature of mercury and complications in handling the
electronics and working of the whole UIM most of
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the national metrology institutes (NMIs) have
decommissioned the UIM. Recently national
institute of standards and technology (NIST), USA
also decommissioned the UIM; however, NPLI still
maintained the same and recently participated in
APMP.M.P-K4 key comparisons. Since most of the
NMIs have banned mercury based products
including UIM, now focus has shifted to APG with
precision and high accuracy measurement in the
radii/effective area of p-c assembly. Various NMIs
have been developing a piston-cylinder (p-c)
assembly as a primary pressure standard to replace
the ultrasonic interferometer manometer. The p-c
assembly can be converted into primary pressure
standards using calibrated mass and dimensions
form mass and dimension metrology, respectively.
The NPLI has functional primary pressure standards,
UIM, which has the relative expanded uncertainty
of 7.2 ppm at k = 2 in the pressure range of 1 Pa –
130 kPa established in 1982 and maintained since
then [1].
Recently, NIST USA has been developed laser
interferometer based Optical Interferometer
Manometer (OIM) primary pressure standards [2–
4]. To meet the requirement of mercury-free
equipment, most of the NMIs has developed p-c
assembly based primary pressure standards to
realize the Pascal and maintain the traceability chain.
The APGs are easy to handle, portable in nature, and
very accurate pressure measurement over a wide
range of pneumatic and hydraulic pressure, i.e., Pa
to GPa. In this article, our focus will be on the
calculation of the effective area of p-c assembly
using rarefaction gas dynamics and dimension
metrology.
To calculate the effective area, the theory of
rarefaction gas dynamics has been used. A formula
was derived for calculating the effective area, which
is a combined form of viscous and free-molecular
flow of gas in a medium [5–8]. The NIST USA, and
PTB Germany have discarded the Dadson formula
to calculate the effective area of p-c assembly and
opted to use the rarefaction gas dynamics method.
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Here we report for the values of the effective
area along with the uncertainties of the APG, model:
Ruska 2465A-754 using dimension metrology and
rarefaction gas dynamics theory in the range of 6.5
– 360 kPa.
2. EFFECTIVE AREA CALCULATION
In this method, we have taken the dimensional
measurements of p-c assembly like diameters of
piston and cylinder at various angles in the range of
0ᵒ - 360ᵒ along with the roundness and straightness
at different heights. Since the roundness and
straightness are very low and within their
uncertainty limits. Therefore, the p-c assembly was
considered to be ideally straight and circular. Figure
1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the p-c
assembly for calculating the effective area using the
dimension of p-c assembly. Figure 1 explains the
cross-section of the p-c cylinder assembly.

Horizontal dash lines: PQ and GH in Figure 1 are
the extreme ends of engagement length ‘l’ which are
indicated by x = 0 and x = l. 𝑥 is a vertical axis
coordinate in the range of [0, 𝑙]. Vertical dash lines:
AB is the ideal line for cylinder, and CD and EF are
the ideal lines for the piston. The distance between
dashed lines TU and EF is ideal radius of the piston
(𝑟𝑜 ). The ideal crevice size is given by ℎ𝑜 . The ideal
radius of the internal surface of the cylinder is given
by 𝑅𝑜 = 𝑟𝑜 + ℎ𝑜 . Solid curves: RS and TU are the
imaginary curves (shapes in 3D) of the internal
surface of the cylinder (on the left side) and piston
(on the right side), respectively. The effective area
at given temperature (𝐴𝑒 ) was calculated. Since in
theoretical calculation i.e. RGD, zero pressure
effective area and 𝐴𝑒 are having negligible or no
difference.

Figure 1: 2D cross-section image was drawn for the detailed explanation about the physical parameters.

The formula to calculate effective area (𝐴0 ) of p-c
assembly given by equation (1) has three
contributions: (1) A1 is due to the force acting on the
piston due to the net pressure, i.e. (ΔP = P1-P2),
where P1 is the applied pressure at the bottom of the
piston and P2 is the ambient pressure (given by
equation (1a)), (2) A2 is due to the drag force due to
the pressure flow in the gap between the piston and
cylinder (given by equation (1b))and (3) A3
represents the area affected due to the variation of
the piston radius (given by equation (1c)).
𝐴0 = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 + 𝐴3
𝐴1 =

𝜋(𝑟 2 (𝑥 = 0)𝑃1 − 𝑟 2 (𝑥 = 𝑙)𝑃2 )
𝑃1 − 𝑃2
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(1)
(1a)

𝑙

𝜋
𝑑𝑃
𝐴2 = −
∫ 𝑟(𝑥)ℎ(𝑥)
𝑑𝑥
(𝑃1 − 𝑃2 )
𝑑𝑥

(1b)

0

𝑙

2𝜋
𝑑𝑟(𝑥)
𝐴3 =
∫ 𝑟(𝑥)𝑃(𝑥)
𝑑𝑥 ,
(𝑃1 − 𝑃2 )
𝑑𝑥

(1c)

0

where, 𝑃(𝑥) is the pressure distribution along the
clearance/gap between the piston and cylinder,
ℎ(𝑥) = 𝑟(𝑥) − 𝑅(𝑥) is the radial clearances
between piston and cylinder at 𝑥 = 0 and along
with the radial axis, respectively, 𝑟𝑜 and 𝑅𝑜 are the
ideal radii of the piston and cylinder at 𝑥 = 0 and 𝑟
and 𝑅 are radii of piston and cylinder, respectively
with varying engagement length (x). To calculate A2
and A3, pressure distribution has to be calculated
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using the theories developed in the references3,4.
The gas flow rate in the gap between the piston and
cylinder is given by equation (2),
𝐺𝑎𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = −

2𝜋𝑟𝑜
𝑑𝑃
𝐺𝑃 (𝛿)ℎ2 (𝑥)
𝑣𝑚𝑝𝑠
𝑑𝑥

(2)
3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

where 𝐺𝑃 (𝛿) is Poiseuille’s coefficient which is
function of rarefaction parameter (𝛿 = 𝑃(𝑥)ℎ(𝑥)/
(𝜂𝑣𝑚𝑝𝑠 ))3,4, where 𝜂 is the coefficient of viscosity
of gas i.e. 17.72 µPa sec for N2 [9] and 𝑣𝑚𝑝𝑠 =
√2𝑅𝑔 𝑇⁄𝑚 is the most probable speed, 𝑅𝑔 is the
universal gas constant, 𝑚 is the molecular mass of
the gas used and 𝑇 is the temperature inside APG.
𝛿(𝑥) is dependent on the pressure in the crevice
𝑃(𝑥). The pressure distribution is calculated using
iteration method by varying crevice size (ℎ(𝑥)).
After calculating pressure distribution and crevice
size, rarefaction parameter was calculated. The
rarefaction parameter was further used to calculate
Poisuelle's coefficient ( 𝐺𝑃 (𝛿) .by considering
crevice as planar channel using kinetic Boltzmann
equation3,4 In case of the diffuse scattering of
molecules on the crevice wall, the Poiseuille
coefficient is given as
1 − 𝛼𝑡
𝐺𝑝 (𝛿) = 3.869 +
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿
𝛼𝑡
< 2.13 × 10−3
(3a)
𝐺𝑝 (𝛿) =

− ln 𝛿
√𝜋

+ 0.376 − (1.77 ln 𝛿 + 0.584)𝛿
1 − 𝛼𝑡
𝛼𝑡
< 𝛿 < 0.45

(3b)

𝛿
0.61 0.24
+ 𝜎𝑝 + 0.7 −
6
𝛿
𝛿
1 − 𝛼𝑡
+
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿
𝛼𝑡
> 0.45

(3c)

+ 2.12 𝛿 2 +
𝑓𝑜𝑟 2.13 × 10−3
𝐺𝑝 (𝛿) =

where 𝜎𝑝 = 1.018 is the slip coefficient [11]. In
real sense, N2 gas does not have the complete
accommodation, but its tangential component of
accommodation coefficients is given by 𝛼𝑡 = 0.9
[10]. Thus, 𝐺𝑝 (𝛿) should be corrected as

𝐺𝑝 (𝛼𝑡 ) = 𝐺𝑝 (1) + 1.772

1 − 𝛼𝑡
𝛼𝑡

(3d)

After getting Poiseuille’s coefficient and crevice
size we get the pressure distribution in crevice given
by equation (4)
𝑥

𝑃(𝑥) = 𝑃1 − (𝑃1 − 𝑃2 )
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∫0 (ℎ(𝑥)2 𝐺𝑃 (𝛿))−1 𝑑𝑥
𝑙

This pressure distribution is used to calculate the
effective area using equation (1) to (1c) with
varying applied pressure in the range of 6.5 kPa to
360 kPa with the associated uncertainty.

∫0 (ℎ(𝑥)2 𝐺𝑃 (𝛿))−1 𝑑𝑥

(4)

The radii of the piston and cylinder are given in
Table 1 along with their associated uncertainty.
Based on dimension metrology data, RGD theory
was used to calculate the effective area values of pc assembly pressure range of APG and obtained
3.356729 – 3.357248 cm2 with varying internal
radius of cylinder within the uncertainty limit given
by dimensional metrology i.e. 700 nm (shown in
Figure 2). The effective area found in cross float
method considered to be the expected values of
effective area. While varying the value of the
internal diameter of the cylinder, the expected value
of effective area i.e. 3.356770 – 3.356780 cm2 was
found which is at internal diameter = 10.3380 mm
(shown in Figure 2(b)). This value of internal radius
of cylinder is 650 nm away from the value given by
the dimensional metrology given in Table 1.
Table 1: Radii of the piston and internal surface of the
cylinder @ 23 ℃.

Part of APG

Radius
(mm)
Piston
10.33561
Internal surface of 10.3386
the cylinder

Uncertainty
(nm)
80
700

The expected values of effective area was found
at internal diameter of cylinder (R) = 10.3380 mm
within uncertainty limits of 80 nm. The values of
effective area using R = 10.3380 mm is shown in
Figure 2(b) which are in the range of the effective
area values obtained since last 20 years from crossfloat against ultrasonic interferometer manometer
(UIM) [11]. Figure 2(b) also shows that the
effective area values can be achieved with high
accuracy only when atleast the radius of the internal
surface of the cylinder has the resolution upto 5th
decimal place an uncertainty should be within 80
nm. Then the zero pressure effective area was also
calculated using RGD which is the value at constant
temperature and pressure. The zero pressure
effective area values obtained from RGD and crossfloat against UIM are 3.356775 cm2 and 3.356772
cm2, respectively. The standard deviation between
these two values of zero pressure effective area is
2 × 10−6 𝑐𝑚2 . The uncertainty in the measurement
of zero pressure effective area was calculated using
equation (4) by considering 80 nm uncertainty in
both piston and cylinder radii.
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nm as the uncertainty in both internal cylinder and
piston radii. The expanded uncertainty of 11 ppm at
k = 2 was calculated in the zero pressure effective
area. The value of expanded uncertainty obtained
from RGD in zero pressure effective area is
comparable to that of the cross-floating against UIM.
The zero pressure effective area values obtained
from cross float against UIM and RGD have
standard deviation of 𝟐 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔 𝒄𝒎𝟐 .
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